
GUIDE TO INSPIRE YOUR WINDOWS
MASTER THE ART OF YOUR WINDOW DRESSINGS

INSPIRATIONS
gorgeous homes

Inspired by you.



Your home is your haven, where you have some of the best 
times with your lovelies and yourself. You meticulously put 
in efforts to create a warm and comforting space for your 
family to live happily and leisurely in. Different rooms in 
your home have different functionalities, needing different 
decor and different kind of window treatments. Hence, we 
at Vista, offer you a range of 
blinds to choose from, for every room in the home. 

We have mastered the art of dressing the windows of your 
home with high quality exquisite blinds, keeping in mind 
your need 
for protected privacy, light control, energy efficiency, 
controlled safety, easy operation, easy maintenance, and a 
design led space. Our wide array of innovative window 
furnishings come with superbly built automation systems 
for you to live in leisure in 
your sanctuary.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

PROTECTED PRIVACY 

Your home is supposed to be your private setting, where you 
go all personal. You can always avoid people intruding into 
your physical space by limiting access. Install our range of 
Vista blinds for whenever and however you wish to keep 
things discreet. 
Our variety of blinds enable you to strike a balance between 
lighting and privacy, and between view-through and privacy. 

For more privacy, opt for opaque fabrics or styles with 
blackout or room darkening properties, for these blinds will 
blind the outside world to what is happening inside your 
space. Make your homes smart homes with these super 
functional blinds, so that you never have to compromise on 
your privacy again.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

ENHANCED LIGHTING 

With the sun rising up and setting down, you can control 
the natural light in your room by adjusting the blind 
according to your mood and needs. These blinds diffuse 
and disperse the sunlight, drawing it deeper in your rooms. 

Our huge variety of blinds treat the natural light 
differently. Some blinds turn harsh light from the window 
to soft ambient light, some offer a dramatic lighting to 
further beautify your floors and indoors, and some let light 
directly in.

Control light by lowering or raising the cellular, roman and 
roller blinds, or by adjusting slats or fabrics of others. Our 
specially designed fabrics harness, control, filter, and 
reflect light in subtle intriguing ways. By enhancing the 
natural light, our blinds reduce the need of artificial light 
during daytime. Vista blinds also help prevent the 
annoying glare from blazing sun.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Installing our eco-friendly blinds will reduce the energy 
consumption in your house, further reducing electricity bills. 
Also, they are designed to reduce solar heat in summers, 
helping maintain the cooling from air conditioners. In 
winters, they reduce the loss of heat, maintaining the warmth 
inside, reducing the need for heating systems. 

Our Cellular blinds provide the maximum energy efficiency, 
because of their insulation properties. These beauties have a 
honeycomb structure that traps in air, maintaining the room 
temperature.  

Blackout blinds too reduce the amount of heat transferred 
via your windows to the rooms, enabling you to use 
your heating and cooling systems more efficiently and save 
on energy and bills.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

CONTROLLED SAFETY 

Every house with kids or pets needs an enhanced safety 
because these super curious but naive creatures can land 
themselves in trouble. Your household items have the 
potential of being hazardous for these inquisitive people. 

You need to ensure that there are no unrestrained chords or 
chains, putting their safety to risk. Hence, we offer our 
blinds with controlled safety options to keep the little ones 
away from harm's way. 

Our Roman blinds are an ideal choice for child safety, 
because they are made up of soft supple folds that can no 
way pose threat to kids or pets. The roller ones can also be 
raised to the height that is out of reach of these intrigued 
cuties.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

COORDINATED THEMES 

Whether for your living room, kitchen, bedroom or home 
office, the window dressings that you choose make a huge 
difference to the look and feel of the space. Blinds aren’t just 
functional features, they also add a stylish sophistication to 
your rooms when made to complement your walls and decor. 

Our super attractive design options, versatile fabric 
collections, clever styles, luxurious weaves, unusual textures, 
and rich fashionable colors enable you to dress your windows 
according to the theme of your space. 

Our contemporary designs add an elegant charm and 
character to your rooms. Every range of blinds can be made 
available in the fabric, style, color, that goes well with your 
decor.  Coordinate your blind with the decor of your room to 
create an eye catching design led space.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

INSPIRED WINDOWS 

Vista is here to meet the taste and expectations of you, the 
discerning customers, seeking the best in design. You and 
your elite choices have led us into coming up with 
beautiful, design inspired window dressings, made with 
thoughtfully curated fabrics and finest construction. 

Our huge array of window blinds are going to act as 
beautiful backdrops for your rooms. You inspire us to be 
highly committed to our work. By investing in us, you will 
be investing in the quality and beauty of our best in class 
products, engineered with industry leading innovation.

Receiving inspiration from your aspirations, we have 
mastered the art of dressing your home with superior and 
exquisite window blinds,keeping in mind your needs for 
each individual space.
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PRODUCT BRIEF

LIVING ROOMS 

Your living room is one such space in your home, where 
you lounge around, relaxing and socialising. Being the 
reception room for guests, and lounge room for you and 
your family, it needs to be very warm and welcoming, 
comforting and cozy. 

While most styles of blinds can work well in this most 
used space, a few are likely to stand out because of their 
functionality and style. The luxurious Roman blinds, 
apart from adding class, will protect your living room 
from bright sunlight and extraneous views, and create an 
atmosphere of comfort and warmth in the room. 

You could also opt for Sheer Dimout blinds, to transform 
harsh light into soft ambient light, making the room 
appropriately lit for relaxation. You have another option 
of installing Roman with Sheer. For people who want to 
experience the benefits of blinds, but do not want to let 
go of curtains, we give the option of installing Sheer blind 
behind curtains. 

Other few options for living room blinds are the Cellular, 
Printed Roller and S.Countour blinds. Light filtering 
Cellular blinds will help maintain the room temperature. 
The Printed Rollers, available in sheer and blackout 
options, will add a classic elegance and style to your 
living area, making the room look very pleasant. The 
trendy, easy to maintain S.Contour blinds will give a 
superior privacy and light control.
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LIVING ROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

DINING AREAS 

Your dining room is the space where you dine with family, 
friends  and guests. Our blinds not only help create a warm 
welcoming atmosphere in this space, but also make the 
dining experience of your people worthwhile. 

The blinds we would recommend for your dining area are 
Sheer Dimout, Roman and Printed Roller. These are 
available in more than 75-200 color options for you to 
choose from, and a motorized operating system for ease 
in use. 

The Sheer Dimout blinds are weatherproof polyester blinds 
that delight by creating different light effects when their 
sheer and opaque layers are moved. They offer great light 
control, enabling you to choose how you want to light your 
room at different times of the day. 

The Roman blinds add great style with their soft folds, that 
are not only luxurious but also crisp and clean, making 
your dining area look uncluttered. They light up the room 
very subtly making your and your guest's dining 
experiences leisurely. With Printed Roller blinds, we dress 
your windows with your perfect idea of elegance and style. 

These super versatile and highly functional blinds are 
available in a vast variety of colors, prints, designs, and 
are the easy most to operate. You can also position them to 
various levels according to your needs of privacy and light 
control, while you sit back and enjoy your meals.
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DINING AREAS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

KITCHENS 

Your kitchen is the heart of your home, where meals are 
created. It needs to be uncluttered, heat and moisture 
resistant, and creative because cooking being an art 
needs inspiration. It also should be warm, safe, and 
highly functional. 

If you have a small kitchen, then go for blinds with a 
horizontal arrangement of slats, while if you have a 
kitchen with low ceiling, then go for blinds with vertical 
arrangement of slats for they will add height to the space. 

Our Aluminium Venetian blinds, being the sturdy most 
would be ideal for moisture and heat resistance in your 
kitchen. These long lasting blinds will also provide an 
uncluttered look to this space. Adjust their sleek slim 
slats for maximum light control. Vertical blinds, generally 
used for wide expanses are also great for superior light 
control. 

With different width of slats, variety of styles, fabrics and 
colours, these offer a huge range to choose from, enabling 
you to make your kitchen as creative as you want it to be. 
They fall in place neatly, giving you a clear view of the 
outdoors when pulled to the side. 

The Printed Roller blinds can be raised and lowered very 
conveniently for privacy, light control, and outside view. 
Their super versatile print, color, and style options give 
you a huge range to choose from to dress your kitchen 
windows according to the decor.  You could also opt for 
Roller blinds in screen or blackout fabrics, that are not 
only very functional and easy to use, but also very chic 
looking.
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KITCHENS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

REST ROOMS / BATHROOMS 

The bathroom in your home is a space with lot of specific 
requirements. Experiencing moisture at all times, it makes 
the furnishings super susceptible to damage. 

Apart from durability, privacy is another utmost imperative 
requirement for this space. Then comes the need of styling it 
well. The blinds we would recommend for this space are 
Roller Blackout, Aluminium Venetian and Faustion. 

Offering excellent technical characteristics, amazing 
presentation, and a superior privacy, the dust and water 
repellent, fire retardant Roller Blackout blinds provide a very 
good resistance against any kind of damage. With the 
blacking out fabric, they provide a greater privacy at all 
times of the day, without having to worry about the impact of 
lights at night. 

The super sturdy Aluminium Venetian blinds will literally 
last a lifetime on being taken good care of. These are super 
resistant to moisture and water, and can be cleaned by 
merely wiping with cloth. Offering a contemporary look of 
classic fashion, these sleek and modern, yet affordable 
blinds give a superior control over privacy and natural light. 
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REST ROOMS / BATHROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

BEDROOMS 

Your bedroom is your personal most space where you 
relax, reflect, take refuge and rejuvenate with a good 
night's sleep. It requires multifunctional blinds, that 
would not only offer comfort and style, but also great 
privacy, blackout properties, and thermal efficiency. 

Dress it's windows with our easy to operate motorized 
Roman, room darkening Zebra Blackout, or nature 
inspired Wooden blinds. To add luxury to your bedroom, 
install our classy Roman blinds made of luxurious fabrics 
with soft folds and clean crisp pleats. Their motorized 
operating system will provide comfort, enabling you to 
position them from the comfort of your bed. 

They provide excellent sun-block and privacy when 
pulled down, and an amazing outside view when hunched 
to the top of your window.  Giving off a cool contemporary 
vibe, the room darkening Sheer Blackout blinds will 
provide a little more light blockage, privacy, and cooling 
effect. Blending nature in your room, the Wooden blinds 
will bring warmth to it with their natural style and eye 
catching colors.
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BEDROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

KIDS’ ROOMS 

The fundamental aspect of a child's room is safety, making 
it imperative to install children friendly dressings and avoid 
any unrestrained chains or chords. Comfort is another 
important requirement for a kid's room, so that the little 
ones can relax and play around in a pleasant space. 

To encourage creativity and self expression, their room 
needs to be inspiring too. Our kids friendly blinds are 
Sheer anti-bacterial, S.Contour, Printed Roller, Printed 
Roman, and Addormid. 

The Sheer anti-bacterial blinds are Zebra blinds made with 
fabric having anti-bacterial properties to ensure the safety 
of your kids. These highly durable blinds are also easy to 
maintain. They offer a balance of beautifully diffused light 
and privacy, while also controlling sunlight and maintaining 
the window view outside for your curious creatures to enjoy. 

The durable and low maintenance S.Contour blinds too 
offer a soft outside view, privacy, and flexible light control. 
When you need an array of colors and styles to choose from 
to match the colorful decor of your kid's room, go no further 
than Vista Printed Roller blinds. Their prints will bring life 
to the room. Super easy and safe to operate, they also are 
easy to clean. 

The Roman blinds are another great option for this space 
because their soft supple folds can pose no threat to the 
safety of your kids. Get the Printed Romans installed to 
intrigue and inspire their creative inquisitive minds, while 
keeping it safe for them.
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KIDS' ROOMS INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

HOME OFFICE / STUDY 

Maintaining an office at home calls for a lot of needs like 
privacy, proper lighting, creative inspiration, noise 
reduction, planning space for enough room, and 
preventing sun glare on PC monitors. 

Most importantly you need to brighten up your home 
office/study with plenty of natural light. To serve your 
purpose, the options we would recommend are Vista 
Vertical, Panel, Sheer, Cellular and Ailantro blinds. 

All these blinds will provide you a phenomenal light and 
privacy control. The Vertical blinds, apart from giving a 
professional refined atmosphere to the space, will convert 
it 
into a colorful lively haven, creating a friendly and 
vibrant, mood uplifting atmosphere. Our Panel blinds will 
act as stylish addition to the decor of your home office, 
while creating a clean professional look. 

Their availability in various styles helps, when it comes to 
creating an inspiring environment. The Cellular blinds 
are best suited if you wish to install room insulating, yet 
professional and stylish blinds on your home office 
windows. Our Zebra blinds will help keep the sun and 
nosey people out, while letting light in and affording 
privacy. 
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HOME OFFICE / STUDY INSPIRATION  
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PRODUCT BRIEF

RECREATION / OUTDOOR 

Interiors or exteriors, both require a smart decor to make 
your home stand out. For a delighting exterior for your 
home, we bring  you low maintenance utility products like 
Awnings, Pergolas, Umbrellas and Canopies. Enjoy your 
outdoor setting under the shelter of these. 

Awnings are beautiful overhangs attached on the wall 
above your windows or doors. While they provide a shade 
lot more cooler than other products, they also keep the 
rooms cool by preventing sunlight from shining in through 
the glass of your windows or doors. Our awnings come with 
the option of motorization, and can be installed in spaces 
like balcony, terrace, patio and garden.

When attached to a home, doorway or garage, a Pergola can 
serve as a beautiful element adding warmth to an otherwise 
sparse exterior. Patio Umbrellas, built to withstand the 
weather and offer great shade, also bring color and flair to 
your outdoor space. 
They can be dissembled for storage when you do not want 
them installed. 

To enjoy every weather under shade, you can style your 
backyard with a bit of canopy coverage too. If your home 
has a swimming pool area for recreation, you would need 
moisture resistant and privacy enhancing furnishings for 
the space. Our motorized Monsoon blinds will serve the 
purpose there, providing great functionality, privacy, 
ambient lighting, damage resistance, easy maintenance 
and a smart look. 
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RECREATION / OUTDOOR INSPIRATION  
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FLOORING SOLUTIONS

PRIVATE AREAS / LOW FOOTFALL 

Your home is the centre-point of your life, so it 
makes sense that you want to make it as appealing as 
possible – as well as ensure that everything within it 
lasts a long time. 

Fortunately, this is not a problem when there is a 
partner by your side that covers everything. In other 
words, the perfect solution for your home is simply 
flooring from Vista. 

Whether you are looking for flooring for a completely 
new building, for renovating existing houses or 
individual rooms, laminate flooring from Vista is up 
to any challenge. 

Our 8mm laminate range consisting of Vista-Solido and 
Vista Premium, is built to enhance your private spaces 
like; Bedroom, Study, Private Floors and lobbies, etc. In 
addition to being especially easy to clean and minimising 
ambient and footfall sound, our flooring is second to none 
when it comes to lasting for a very long time. 

What's more, thanks to countless designs and various 
installation types, our flooring is the perfect solution for 
every situation. 
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KITCHENS INSPIRATION  
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FLOORING SOLUTIONS

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS 

Heavy traffic demands that you install a tough, durable and 
solid flooring that can stand up to the wear and tear of high 
traffic and continue to look good for several years. 

After all, who wants to have new flooring installed in a 
hallway or kitchen, only to have to pull it up and replace it 
a couple of years later? functional and easy to use, but also 
very chic looking.

While durability is always a consideration when selecting 
a flooring, it’s an absolute must for high-traffic applications 
such as Living-Room, Kitchen, Hallway, etc. 

Our 12mm laminate flooring range consisting of 
Vista-Herringbone, Vista-Vintage and Vista XXL-Grande’, 
is built for the high traffic area applications. 

You can also consider our premium end product Vista-
Engineered flooring, which is available in 14mm thickness 
and a right choice for heavy application areas.
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KITCHENS INSPIRATION  
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SHADE CARD REVIEW

 EXPERIENCE SHADE CARDS
 AT YOUR DOORSTEP 

Based on order size, to guide you with our products on 
your demand, we offer sending you a service personnel 
with our range of shade cards, product catalogues and 
color guides. 

Experience our shade cards in the comfort of your home, 
and make well informed choices for installing our products 
in it. If you are on the hunt for new window dressings, 
straightaway call for us and we will make it less 
overwhelming for you every step of the way.
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To arrange an appointment for shade-cards view, 
please call:

+91-9560 5566 55



DESIGN CONSULTANCY

CONSULT OUR EMPANELED 
INTERIOR DESIGNERS 

Vista has on it's panel a list of interior decorators, who are 
well adept with the art and science of enhancing interiors. 
At Vista, these space designers not only keep you well 
informed, but also sync in with your ideas to deliver the 
best advice. 

These designers offer you a wealth of product and design 
knowledge to help you zero-in on the ones that are best 
suited for your rooms, their themes, and their individual 
specific needs. You can connect with them to make the 
best choices for your sweet home.
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To arrange an appointment for an interior designer, 
please call:

+91-9560 5566 55



GET IN TOUCH
WITH US
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Inspired by you.

Vista Furnishings Private Limited
J 46 Sector 63 Noida - 201307, Phone : +91 9560 5566 55, Landline : 0120-2406467, 2406468
Email Id : customercare@vfpldesigns.com, Website : www.vistafashions.com

UTTAR PRADESH,  GUJRAT,  RAJASTHAN,  BIHAR,  NORTH-EAST(GUWAHATI) 

OTHER STATES PRESENCE :

BRANCH ADDRESSES :

PUNE :
122-123, PATIL PLAZA 
NEAR MITRA MANDAL, CHOWK
PARVATI, PUNE – 411009

CHENNAI :
stNO. 42, 1  FLOOR, SINDHUR PLAZA

MONTIETH ROAD, EGMORE
CHENNAI – 600008

BANAGLORE : 
303, AHUJA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
3RD FLOOR , KUMARA KRUPA ROAD 
BANGALORE - 560001

BHIWANDI :
GLOBE COMPLEX, “O” BUILDING,
GALA NO. 3&4, OVALI VILLAGE, 
DHAPURA ROAD, NR. RUCHITA HOTEL,
BHIWANDI, THANE - 421302

HYDERABAD :
6-3-853/1, FLAT NO – 501, 
5TH FLOOR, MARIDIAN PLAZA LAL BUNGLOW, 
AMEERPET, HYDERABAD – 500016

CORPORATE OFFICE :

LANDLINE NO. :
0120-2406467
0120-2406468

CUSTOMER CARE CONNECT : 
LINE ONE: +91- 9560 5566 55 
LINE TWO: +91- 8448 9803 77
LINE THREE: +91-9599 0419 02
E-MAIL: customercare@vfpldesigns.com
PROJECTS: projectsupport@vfpldesigns.com
BUSINESS: businesssupport@vfpldesigns.com

VISTA FURNISHING PRIVATE LIMITED :
J-46, SECTOR 63, PHASE III, 
NOIDA - 201307


